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CENTRAL LABORATORIES AND FIELD TESTING SERVICES 
CORRECTIVE ACTION REPORT 

CAR 98003 
CONTN-UATION SHEET 

June 1997: 
Received request from WBN personnel to provide copies of both reports. Upon 
investigation, second report, dated 6/19/95 (E13 950619 303), could not be located in 
RIMS. Central Labs initiated Nonconformance Report No. 97099 to document that 
second report could not be located in RIMS and that a signed and completed copy was 
retrieved from lab files and submitted to RIMS anid customer on June 18, 1997. Second 
report was entered into RIMS as an endorsement to first report dated 6/2/95.  

July 1997: 
Requested by TVA OGC to provide background information concerning the two reports 
and statements from metallurgical personnel involved in testing. Central Labs provided 
copies of all reports and endorsements associated with Report No. 95-1021, statements 
from metallurgical personnel, and a compilation of seventeen identified differences 
between two reports, to the TVA OGC (see Attachment I for Central Labs personnel 
statements and list of seventeen differences). The compilation of the seventeen identified 
differences between the two reports was also made available to TVAN Chief 
Metallurgist.  

October 1997: 
Issued Central Labs instruction 901.1-2, "Shop Order/Work Order Review Process", to 
document the review/approval process and documentation of customer conversations 
directing work scope changes.  

September 1998: 
Met with NRC and WBN personnel, at Central Labs, to review issue and determine 
necessity of ftfrther corrective actions. Central Labs provided WBN personnel a list of 
differences between first report and second report as related to screw sample sets (refer to 
Attachment II). Central Labs issued Corrective Action Report No. 98003.  

Investigation: 

In June of 1997, Central Labs received request from WBN personnel to provide copies of 
Technical Report 95-1021, one report dated 6/2/95 and the other dated 6/19/95. Upon 
investigation, the second report, dated 6/19/95, could not be located in RIMS. Central 
Labs initiated Nonconformance Report No. 97099, initiated 6/3/97, to document that 
second report could not be located in RiLvS and that a signed and completed copy was 
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CENTRAL LABORATORIES AND FIELD TESTING SERVICES 
CORRECTIVE ACTION REPORT 

CAR 98003 
C ONT-N-UATION SKEET 

Corrective Actions: 

1. Central Labs personnel and TVAN Chief Metallurgist to compile a reconciliation of 
the two reports and review for any potential impact from not directly reporting the 
cracks found in new screw from sample set "B" in the second report issued 6/19/95 as 
compared to the first report issued on 6/2/95.  

Scheduled Completion Date: 10/1/98 
Date Action Completed: 10/20/98 (Attachment iT) 

2. Central Labs to review all endorsements to Technical Reports issued by the 
Metallurgical Lab, from 1/1/95 to 12/31/95, for evidence of similar incidences where 
information is changed or deleted without adequate documented explanation.  

Scheduled Completion Date: 10/1/98 
Date Action Completed: 10/2/98 (Attachment IV) 

3. Central Labs to develop and implement sensitivity training similar to that in TVAN to 
raise awareness of the importance of a critical review/approval of documentation 
associated with quality-related processes.  

Scheduled Completion Date: 12/1/98 
Training by TVAN personnel: 10/19/98 and 12/7/98 (Attachment V) 

(I 00% of lab personnel involved in quality-related activities) 

Closure: 
All action items above are completed. During the time frame of this corrective action 
report, Central Labs also conducted a critical self-assessment that involved a cross
section of laboratory employees and customers. The self-assessment was an action taken 
separate from the specific problem identified in this corrective action report and the 
results from the self-assessment team are being reviewed by management.  
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INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM

TO: PRICIARD IL MORLPEj_ Y 

FRONML DEMSA L- A 

SUBJECT:, RPORT NO. 95-10-m 

DATM: JULY 31, 1997 

CC. SAAMYWALKER

Several ice condeser basket sarex, were received at the laboratory on an energenc- basis. We 
wtre asked to pef-o zaure analysis on the screws that hadbee identied by Von&_ Upon issue of the f= =ror-, Vond2 called and had questons concering made about the 
operating txperanires, which samo les; bad simulatd t* esting p aed, daicari~on as to whartest 
were- pe~ormed on~what samples.  

The rule of the laboratory, plant, and coroorate is distiznc (xwha metallurgical enginers 
involved f each location) in tha the lasboratorys role has always been to provide fiire.  
men:anism no root causes as corporate would do, nor coe,.,ctive action as the plant is charged to do. T.iis is understndable whe the lab is nct -inr with sy-tems, pLat dan opeting --ctor, 
et Nor are we Ermlinr wah prog .'•mir" concs---- for m2a-.'ls and proceiure guideline. Tae 
2b is t proide a possible or the rmost probable faiure mrech'i; based an rtsting conduct and 
sre possible theoreticalnchic.s drawn from the d and tmrbook klaowiedge on the max=ýaL 
In thi's case, sincz -Vonda, was our priary customer- teree were Si===ts in the fim renort 
conceming op-tionx that she y~d could not be substantiated nor was there informanon in our
possession to documet these szeents. It was felt that we had crossed ov= and out of our realm 
orof res-onsibairy. Sinc the report did not say •cm whom the informtion was obained, it was felt 
thathe laboratmry could not make those s'tar:ments witha= corroborating infori-o Sometimtes 
in-ormatin re-ive-d xom a cus=mr may be his/her opinions cn the faiure -and may not be based 
On aCtual infOrMation, ther--•ore those S We not included in the second recort.  

Additional infba"aion was requested since the laboratory was given additional me to "dean un" 
the first reort. Because the first report was ge•crl in description of szoples and the type of 
testing, clda tic.on was needed to provide a. corrective =tion for the cn-use of failure. This was 
provided in the second report by bete documetation on the figr pages, in the tables, and in the 
te--t'of the second eor.  

Vonda was asked by me to retum her copies of the fit rort since there wee so many changes 
that needed to be made, an endorsement would be confusing. -The report had not gone to R.OS; 
the---ore we could pull it. Se returned the four cocies that we.sent, and stated that she had asked 
ohers who had the report (faroi copies she had made) to destadoy. I destroyed the copies, and we 
issued the second meoort.  

Because time was short, it was not discovered =rdn later, dtat there was an endorsement to the 
ror tha.t eisted. This was never deared up, but i-nfcation given in the endorsement was given 
in the s-cond eort.  
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Richard L. Morley

FROM: Leslie A. Blankenship 

"DATE: July 30, 1997 

SUBJECT: Ice Condenser Basket Screw Failures, Watts Bar Nuclear Plant 

This is in regard to your request to provide -a statement of my best recollection of the events surrounding the reports issued in June 1995 on the ice condenser 
basket screw failures from the Watts Bar Nuclear Plant (Laboratory Report 
No. 95-1021).  

When the first report was issued, four copies were sent to Vonda Sisson at 
Watts Bar. When the report was reviewed by plant personnel, there was a 
request that the laboratory do additional testing and also to change some of the 
conclusion statements. It was pointed out that some of the conclusions were 
based on information from the plant which could not be substantiated,.such as 
the operational temperatures of the screws and the possible over torquing of the 
screws. So we were requested to report only the-factual information based on 
our analyses.  

The four reports were returned to the Central Laboratories and since a copy of 
the report had not been sent to RIMS, a new report was issued which induded 
the additional -information requested, along with the removal of the conclusions 
which were based on information that could not be substantiated by plant 
personnel.  

Leslie A. Blankenship 
PSC I B-C 

LAB:CAS 
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12. The presence of s-•ess concentrators is mentioned in both reports in the discussion of laus found at 
tps, fact, and roots.  

13. Corrosion is not mentioned in the 2d report as a possible failure mechanism, buT is mentioned a the 
beginning of the second report, as being present in the threaded regior.  

14. Carbon content, higher values for some samples is mentioned in both report, but no tie back to lower 
ductility expected in the 2' report.  

15. ?r'e-exis-ing cracks (quench cracks) were mentioned in the 2" report when the intergranular cracks 
were discovered in the traverse section of the whole screw from set "A".  

16. The second report does'not mention thermal changes on the material, but tests were performed in the 
2' re=or- to indicate that this was a concern (testing at 15 deg F).  

17. The endorsement to the I' report (E13 950612 303) ists which samples had a slack quench 
microstructiz.e.  
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INFORMATION ON SAMPLES FROM 95-1021

SAMPLE A - FRACTURED 

1 Report 
"* Received ten fractured screw heads 
"* Corrosion product observed on screws mostly in the threaded region 
"* Possibly case hardened - higher carbon content and microhardness readings 
"* Screws failed in a brittle manner as indicated by the intergranular failure mode seen on all 

screws. Final fracture area was ductile 
"* Metallography showed a secondary intergranular crack above the fracture surface 
0 Lappings from the forming process was observed in the face and root and along pitch of the 

screws.  
"* General microstructure was tempered martensite.  
"* Factors leading to failure: lower ductility, over-torquing, stress concentrators, corrosive 

environment, quench cracks, thermal cycling.  
"* Failure mode was intergranular separation with the mechanism was stress overload 

Endorsement of June 12, 1995 
* Not mentioned.  

2d Report 
"* Received ten screw heads that were in service 
"• Varying amounts of corrosion product was observed mostly in the threaded portion 
"• Chemistry was similar to 1022 carbon steel.  
"• Possible case hardened - higher carbon content and microhardness readings 
"* Fractography showed a intergranular failure, brittle surface. Final fracture area near the 

center of the shank was ductile.  
"* Metallography showed secondary intergranular cracks above the fracture surface 
"* Figure 7 mentions fractured screw A's crack was listed as a secondary crack.  
"* Microstructure is given as tempered martensite.  
"* Failure mode was intergranular separation.  

SAMPLE A - NEW OR NOT IN SERVICE 

1 s Report 
"* One screw received 
"* Chemistry was similar to AISI 1022 carbon steel.  
* Possibly case hardened - from chemistry 
* Intergranular cracks (metallography) were found in tooth roots 
* Laps and cracks were found in the new screws (not identified as to which new screw) - 2n 

Paragraph, 2' page 
* New screw (not identified) was fractured in the laboratory to determine failure mode.  

Intergranular fracture in the case and mixed mode in the core was observed.  
* General microstructure was tempered martensite 

Endorsement of June 12, 1995: 
"• Cracks found in screw.  
"* Note that orientation was not the same on all samples, therefore cutting may have been done 

in an area that was not slack-quenched or did not have cracks.  
"• Could not be evaluated for metallography as destroyed in previous tests.  

EXHtBIT 3/ 
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Page 3 
INFORMATION ON SAMPLES FROM 95-1021 
SAMPLE C - I Report (Continued) 

* All screws had laps from forming process 
* Used screw not identified in simulated laboratory fracture testing that produced intergranular 

fracture at the case and mixed mode fracture at the core 
"* Tempered martensitic structure 
"* Used screws possibly harder due to higher carbon content 

Endorsement of June 12, 1995: 
* One of two samples .contained cracks 
* No slack quenched observed 
• Note that orientation was not the same on all samples, therefore cutting may have been done 

in an area that was not slack-quenched or did not have cracks.  

2n Report 
"* Two screws received 
"* Chemistry similar fo 1022 carbon steel 
"* Case hardened based on carboan content 
"• Intergranular cracks found in thread roots 
"• Simulated testing by fracturing samples at 15'F showed the failure mode to be void 

coalescence 
"* Tempered martensitc structure 

SAMPLE D 

1sT Report 
"* Two screws received 
"* Screws appeared to be case-hardened because of carbon amounts 
"* All screws examined have laps from forming process 
"• Used screw (not identified) in simulated laboratory fracture testing that produced intergranular 

fracture at the case and mixed mode fracture at the core 
* Tempered martensitic structure 
* Used screws possibly harder due to higher carbon content 

Endorsement of June 12, 1995: 
"• No cracks found 
"* No slack quenching observed 
* Note that orientation was not the same on all samples, therefore cutting may have been done 

in an area that was not slack-quenched or did not have cracks.  

2'• Report 
"• Two samples received 
"* Case hardened - microhardness results and chemistry has high carbon content 
"• Similar to 1022 carbon steel 
"* No cracks found in examined sections 
"• Laps found 
"* Tempered martensitic structure 
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Page 5 
INFORMATION ON SAMPLES FROM 95-1021 

SAMPLE G 

1 sT Report 
"* Two samples received 
"* Screws appeared to be case-hardened because of carbon amounts and microhardness 

results 
"* intergranular cracks found in roots of threads 
0 Presence of zinc in cracks 
" All screws examined have laps from forming process 
"• Used screw (not identified) in simulated laboratory fracture testing that produced intergranular 

fracture at the case and mixed mode fracture at the core 
"* Tempered martensitic structure 
"a Used screws possibly harder due to higher carbon content 

Endorsement of June-12, 1995: 
• No mention in this report 

2' Report 
"* Two samples received 
"• Case hardened - microhardness results and chemistry has high carbon content 
"* Similar to 1022 carbon steel 
"* Intergranular cracks found in thread roots 
"* Presence of zinc in crack 
"* Laps found 
"* Screw fractured in the lab and failed by intergranular fracture in the case and mixed mode 

failure in the core.  
"• Tempered martensitic structure 
"* Could not be checked for slack quench as destroyed by other testing 

SAMPLE H 

1,-r Report 
"* Two samples received 
"* Screws appeared to be case-hardened because of carbon amounts 
"* All screws examined have laps from forming process 
"* Used screw (not identified) in simulated laboratory fracture testing that produced intergranular 

fracture at the case and mixed mode fracture at the core 
"* Tempered martensitic structure 
"* Softer than new screws 

Endorsement of June 12, 1995: 
"* One sample had cracks 
"* One sample was slack quenched 
"* Note that orientation was not the same on all samples, therefore cutting may have been done 

in an area that was not slack-quenched or did not have cracks.  
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CENTRAL LABORATORIES AND FIELD TESTING SERVICES 
CORRECTIVE ACTION REPORT 

CAR 98003 

ATTACHMENT III 

ACTION ITEM I 

TVAN Chief Metallurgist Reconciliation Report 
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RECONCILIATION OF WATTS BAR NUCLEAR PLAINT (WBN) 
ICE CONDENSER BASKET SCREWS REPORT 

Introdu ction 

The purpose of this document is to provide reconciliation of differences in information contained in 
the June 2. 1995 report (first report), an intermediate endorsement on June 12. 1995. and the June 
19. 1995 report (second report) from TVA Central Laboratory on Watts Bar ice condenser basket 
screws. This reconciliation will address differences in data and terminology presented in each 
document, and also assess the impact of inclusion or exclusion of information from either report.  
An itemized listing .of these differences has been prepared by TVA Central Laboratories 
Metallurgical Section. and the results are shown in Attachment A. Also. Central Laboratories has 
prepared a detailed comparison of the similarities and difference in information for each screw 
sample set in each report. These results are given in Attachment B. The attachments were 
reviewed by the TVA Nuclear (TVAN) Chief Metallurgical Engineer and' will be used in 
conjunction with each report as the basis for this reconciliation effort.  

Discussion 

The primary difference between the two reports center around information that was either included 
in, or excluded from, the second report which was dated June 19, 1995. More specifically, this 
reconciliation will address the following four items.  

I. The second report deletes customer provided backzround statements.  

2- Tahe second report deletes the "bulletized" conclusion section which was contained in the 
first report, thereby, omitting some of the information that was contained therein.  

3. Pertinent information regarding cracks found in a new screw from sample sets A and 13.  
which was given in the first report, was omitted from the second report. Also. the second 
report differed in te.-minology when referring to the new screw from set "A".  

4. Additional test data and results, which were not presented in the first report due to time 
restraints. along with;data from additional tusting (which was requcsied after issuance of first 
report), was presented in the .second report.  

A detailed discu.ssion of each of these issue-s is provided as follows.  

Items I and 2 

The deletion of information from the second report per.aining to Items I and 2 was based on the 
fact that much of the information was not. nor could be. substantiatefd through metzallurgi cal 
laboratory testing. In referring to Item I. Report I states that "the customer indicated that the 
screws were cyclically cooled and warmed between 157 and room temperatre. The customer 
also indicated that the screws were probably over-torqued when installed." In Item 2. the bulleizcd 
conclusion (2) also addresses possibie over-torqueing. and contributes it to stresses higher than 
design limits. The conclusion (7) also states that thermal cycling may have inidat.ed micro 
crackjng. Based on a review of the first report during June 1995. no objective evidence from 
metallurgical tusting or document review was provided regarding stresses excc-eding de-sign limits 
or that the ice condenser was thermally cycled. Upon discussion with Ce-ntral Lab)rator" 
cersornel. it was concluded dtat r-his iflormation was included in the report based on verbal input 
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those screws that were not addressed in the initial report. The resilts of the additional request was 
initially documented in the intearmediate endorsement. However, after it was determined that a 

second report would need to be issued in order to address cerain unsubstantiated information 
contained in the fi-st report, it was decided to also incorporate the additional test results La the 
second report. In order to maintain the flow of the original report, the initial figure 7 was 
recornfigured to include these results. Figure 7 was selected because the cracking observed in the 
original figure 7 (depicting samples A and B) was similar to that observed in sample H and in the "whole screw A" depicted in the revised figure 7. Therefore this substitution of H instead of B 
documented a similar cracking mode but failed to capture the fact that the cracking observed in B 
was from a new screw.  

An explanation pertaining to the omission of this information was documented by informal 
memorandum from "Delsa Frazier, Metallurgical Engineer Central Laboratory and Field Testing 
Services" to -Terry R. Woods" dated September 3. 1998. Based on the information provided in 
this memorandum, and subsequent interview of Central Laboratory personnel involved in this 
effort, the data pertaining to cracking in the new screw was inadvertently omitted from the second report during efforts to prevent duplication of similar failure mode while maintaining the fow of 

the first report.  

Item 4 

Additional testing was performed on screws from all sample sets after issue of the first report.  
This testing consisted of additional hardness measuremens and mneralloeraphic examinations to 
further document the condition of the screw material. Also. Central Laboratory personnel 
performed impact type testing at room temporature and 15"F on screws from sets A. B. C. and G.  
and the results were Lssued in the second report.  

1The most important finding from additional metallography was that a slack quench microszniciurc 
was identified in certain portions of screws from sets B and II. This finding showed that the 
microstrucure was not homogeneous throughout. A quenched and tempered (Q&'T 
microstructure is considered to be the preferred microstrucwre for this application because it yields 
optimum mechanical properties. Slack quenc.hing results in a mixed microstructure (i.e.. ferriie 
plus pearlite plus bainite) and tends to lower mechanical properties of the material: IHowever.ýince 
some screws that contained cracks were not specifically examined for slack quenching, and some 
screws which were cracked showed cracking in the Q&T portion instead of slack quench region. it 
is inconclusive as to the role or effect this mixed microstructure may have played, if any. in the 
cracking of these screws.  

Additional hardness testing showed values which were consistent with those presented in the first 
report. However., it is noted that the average core hardncss in all screws te-sted from both the first 
and second report exceded the Westinghouse Specification of 40 fIRc. A comparison of these 
hardness values to the observed microstructure determined that the slightly higher average core 
hardness values did not have an adverse effect on the mechanical propertie-s of the material.  

Re.sults of the screws that were broken in the lab. both at room temp.rarure and 15'F. showed 
fracture surfaces that were consistent with surface hardening Type heat treatments in medium 
carbon steels. A cleavage type fracture was noted (in general) in the hardened outer surface and 
void coalescence (ductile tvye failurel was noted (in general) in the core. ,.Uthough surface 
cracking may have bhen previously observed in some of the screws, this testing. along with the 
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ATTACHMENT A 

CFN-TRAL LABORATORIES SERVICES (CLS) 
INVESTIGATION LNTO DIFTERENCES DN WATTS BAR 

ICE CONDENSER BASKET SCREWS 
CLS REPORT 9J-1021 DATED 602/95 (E13 950602 302) 

CLS REPORT 95-1021 DATED 6/19/95 (E13 950619 303) 

. First report states that.the screws were zinc plated. while second report stares that screws had 
a coatingof zinc plating. cadmium plating, or zinc phosphate. The second report clarifies 
source of the screw description and also included that the customer requested verification or 

material type.  

2. Wording on description of screws state that one was new (1" report) versus one had not be•n 

in service (2 "j report).  

3. First report contains statements from the customer (cyclically cooled between 15 deg F and 
room temperature) and the screws were probably over-torqued when installed. Second report 

does not state this.  

4. Both rcexprts list the chemical ressulis that were found on a repre-sentative/typical screw, hut 
second report states from which screw (screw "A") the data was repoxrtcd. '11c second report 
states that the screws were probably zinc phosphate coated, but the data is listed in N)( h 

reports.  

J. The first report does not have microhardnuss u-avese raphs included to indicate 
carburization. but both reports talk about higher carbon values than those for AISI 1022 .stej 
and Table III. which shows a difference in case to core hardness which would indicate 

carhurizadion.  

6. In the fractography section. both reports discussed the examination of screw "A" (failed) 
and a screw from "G-. A different micrograph is shown in Figire 7 for new screw "A" (I" 
report) versus whole screw "A" (2'" report). The second report does not mention set 13 
(figure 7), and the tirst rcpori does not mention set "'II (figure 7). F-gure 7 is diffcecrnt in each 

report.  
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Page 3

14. Carbon content. hIigaher values for some samples is mentioned in both reports. but no tie back 

to lower ducdtlity expected in the 2" report.  
1.5. Pre-exiscinz cracks (quench cracks) were mentioned in the 2nd report ,when the inrergranular 

were discovered in the traverse section of the whole screw from set "A".  

16. The second report does not mention thermal changes on the material, but tests were 
performed in the 2"1 report to indicate that this was a concern (testing at 15 deg F).  

17. The endorsement to the I' report (E13 950612 303) lists which sample's had a slack quenched 

microstructure.  
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Puge 2 

Endorsement of June 12. 1995: 
"* Cracks found in saew.  
0 Note that orientation was not the same on all samples, therefore curting may have been done in 

an area that was not slack-quenched or did not have cracks.  
"* Could not be evaluated for mecaliography as destroyed in previous tests.  

INFORtMATION ON SAMPLES FROM 95-1021 
SAMPLE A*- NEW OR NOT IN SERVICE (Co0,tinuedl 

2"' Report: 
• Whole screw that was not in service received for testing 
a Chemistries similar to 1022 carbon steel, zinc phosphate coating found on surface 
0 Possibly case hardened - high carbon content and microhardncss readings 
* Intergr-nular cracks were discovered in a transverse section of the screw 
4 Lapped regions were discovered at the tip. face. and roots of every screw that was examined 

and is typical of the thread roUling process 
* Whole screw fractured in the lib and failed by quasi-cleavage in the case and void coalescence 

in the core 
l Microstructure was tempered martensite 

SAMPLE B - NEW SCREWS 

,.ýr Report: 

° Twelve screws received 
6 Possible case hardened at the thread tip - listed in text, but improperly identified in Table [11 
* Carbon steel - met, cartxm and sulfur ruquirements ror AIS[ 1022 
• Intcrgranular crack-s found in transverse s.ction 
* All screws had laps from forming process 
0 Cracks in the thread roots 
. General microstrucure conisisted of tempered martensitc 
* New screw (not identified) was fractured in thu laboratory to determine failure mcxle.  

Intergranular fracture in the case and mixed mode in the core was observed 

Endorsement. of June 12, 1995: 
° New set of twelve screws submitted for metalloraphy 
• No cracks found 
• Slack-quenched microstructure 
* Note that orientation was not the same on all samples. therefore cutting may have bccn done in 

an area that was not slack-quenched or did no( have cracks.  

2"a Report: 
"* Twelve new screws receivecd 
"* Chemistry similar to 1022 carbon steel 
"* Case hardened at the tip no( the root of the threads base-d on microhardne.ms in Figure 3.  

improperly identified in Table lII 
"* Laps found in the tip. face. and roots otf the threads 
"* SimulateJ testing by fracuring samples at 15'7' shoevAJ ,Ie failure mode t) be void 

coalescence 
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Endorsement of June 12, 1995: 
• No cracks found 

• No slack quenching observed 
* Note that oriencation was not the same onalU samples, therefore cutting may have been done in 

an area that was not slack-quenched or did not have cracks.  

2'' Report: 
* Two samples received 
• Case hardened - microhardness result's and chemistry has high carbon content• 
* Similar to 1022 carbon steel 
* No cracks found in examined sections 
* Laps found 
* Tempered martensicic structure 

INFORMATION ON SAM'IPLES FROM 95-1021 

SAMPLE E 

1`5 Report: 
* Two samples received 
* Screws appeared to be case-hardened because of carbon amounts 
. All screws examined have laps from forming process 
a Used screw (not identified) in simulated laboratory fracturc testing that produced inrerg-anufar 

fracture at the case and mixed mode fracture a( the core 
a Tempered martensitic structure 
* Used screw.s possibly harder due to higher carbon content 

Endorsement of June 12. 1995: 
0 No cracks found 
0 No slack quenching observed 
a Note that orientation was not the samein on all samples. thElie-Lorc cutting may have bhe= done in 

an area that was not slack-quenched or did not have cracks.  

2"d Report: 
* Two samples received 
0 Case hardened -chemistry has high carbon content 
* Similar to 1022 carbon ste.l 
0 Laps found 
0 Tempered martensitic structure 

SAtY'PLE F 

I'm Report: 

* Two sample-s re--eived 
0 Screws appeared to be case-hardened because of carbon amounts 

k All screws examined have laps from forming process 
* Used-screw (not i'dentified) in simulated laboratorv fracture tetSingm hat pr.Jduced intergranular 

fracture at the case and mixed mode frac-ure at Uic core
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* Tempered mar-ensiric structure 
• Used screws possibly harder due to higher carbon content 

Endorsement of June 12. 1995: 
* No cracks found 
0 No slack quenching obser"ved 
* Note that orientation was not the same on all samples. therefore cutting may have been done in 

an area that was not slack-quenched or did not have cracks.  

2d Report: 
a Two samples received 
0 Case hardened -chemistry has high carbon content 
• Similar to 1022 carbon steel 
a Laps found 

- .Tempered martensitic structure 

INFORMATION ON SAMPLES FROM 95-1021 

SAMPLE G 

Ifr Report: 
a Two samples received 
a Screws appeared to be case-hardened because of carbon amounts and microhardtness results 
SIntcergranular cracks Ibund in roots of threads 

• Pr'esenct of zinc in cracks 
• All screws examined have laps from forming process 
a Used screw (not identified) in simulated laboratory fracture te.sting that produced inte.-granular 

fracture at the case and mixed mcxle fracture at the. core 
A Tempered martenrsicic structure 
- Uscd screws possibly harder due to higher carbon content 

Endorsement of June 12. 1995: 
* No mention in this report 

2" Report: 
"* Two samples received 
"* Case hardened - microhardness results and chemisu-y has high carb)n content 
"* Similar to 1022 carbon steel 
"* Incergranular cracks found in thread roots 
"* Presence of zinc in crack 
"* Laps found 
"* Screw fractured in the lab and failed by intergranuiar fracure in the case and mixed mode 

failure in the core.  
"• Tempered martensitic structure 
a Could not be checked for slack qtuench as destroved by other tcesting .  

EXHIBIT____ 
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September 3, 1998 

Terry R. Woods 

EXPLANATION OF FIGURE SEVEN IN REPORT NO. 95-1021 

In comparing Figure 7 in the first report issued (RIMS No. E13 950602 302) to Figure 7 in the 
"second report issued (RIMS No. E13 950619 303), there were some differences observed.  
The first one addressed fractured Sample A and Sample B. The second one addressed the 
"whole screw' Sample A and Sample H.  

The first report was done on an emergency basis and all of the samples received were not 
completely analyzed. After issuing the first report, a request was made to perform additional 
testing/analysis (metallography) on those screws that were not addressed in the initial report.  

/ That work was then performed and an endorsement was issued that stated the findings of the 
additional testing/analysis.  

After it was determined that a second report would need to be issued, it was decided to 
incorporate the results of the additional testing. In order to keep the flow of the original report, the 
initial Figure 7 was revised to include these results. Figure 7 was chosen because the cracking 
observed in the original figure 7 (depicting samples A and B) was similar to the cracking observed 
in Sample H and in the 'whole screw A' depicted in the revised Figure 7.  

Therefore, this-figure substitution which incorporates Sample H instead of B, was performed in 
order to include additional test/analysis results while eliminating duplication of a similar failure 
mode information.  

Delsa L Frazier, Metallurgical Engineer,/Z
Analysis and Evaluation Services 
Central Laboratories and Field Testing Services 
PSC-1 B-C
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